FAERON | LOUNGE

HEALTHCARE SOLUTIONS
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FAERON | LOUNGE
An award-winning collection of seating, Faeron
enhances beautiful spaces with its sophisticated
presence. With an impressive range of models and
configurations, sizes and finishes, materials, options
and ability to customize, Faeron can be specified to
perfectly suit a multitude of applications within the
same facility - providing an attractive and functional
cohesiveness to places where people gather.
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FAERON | LOUNGE
Above all else, the provision of exceptional comfort
(including for periods of extended sitting) has been
paramount in Faeron’s lengthy development process.
With detailed research and painstaking engineering,
Faeron’s seats and backs have been precisioncontoured and shaped with multi-density foam to
support the user - and markedly reduce fatigue. Our
proprietary spring-seat construction and the optional
Flex back provide a unique element of slight
movement that greatly enhances comfort and reduces
user fatigue - while also extending the life of the
product - in comparison to conventional seating.
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FAERON | LOUNGE METAL
In addition to wood legs and arm panels, Faeron
Lounge is available with stylish and durable metal legs,
in two standard finishes. Faeron’s lifetime warranty is
made possible by the use of the most durable and
proven materials andfinishes. Our renowned system
for replaceability of components and upholstery covers
enables product life to be substantially extended,
allowing furniture to continue looking as new even
with years of use. If components become damaged or
degraded, they can be replaced, and optional
removable upholstery covers allow replacement of
worn textiles. This system is also designed to facilitate
infection control and cleaning, by providing the ability
to dis-assemble the product or remove upholstery
covers for cleaning.
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URETHANE COLOR OPTIONS

Black

METAL COLOR OPTIONS

Grey

Taupe

Brushed Nickel

Silver Metallic
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FAERON | LOUNGE
The use of recycled and recyclable materials, combined
with environmentally-friendly production processes
and packaging, have made Faeron a level™-certified
product, and a contributor to LEED™-driven
specifications. Faeron is certified by the Greenguard™
standard for indoor air emissions, and it’s unique
capability for extending product life makes it a
responsible environmental choice - and one that will
provide exceptional return on investment over time.

FAERON LOUNGE FEATURES & OPTIONS

WOOD ARM CAP
The optional Solid Beech Arm Cap is
available on Upholstered Arm and Wingback
Lounge. This is field replaceable if this
becomes damaged or degraded.

SOLID SURFACE ARM CAP
The optional Solid Surface Arm Cap is
available on Wood Arm, Upholstered Arm and
Wingback Lounge and provides enhanced
durability, protection and cleanability for the
arms. This is field replaceable if this becomes
damaged or degraded and is available in 8
standard colors.

SOLID SURFACE ARM
The optional Solid Surface Arm is available
on Wood Arm Lounge and provides a fully
seamless armrest for enhanced durability,
protection and cleanability. It is available in
8 standard Corian colors, and custom colors
(at an upcharge). Arms are replaceable as a
full side frame if they become damaged or
degraded.

CLEAN OUT
All Faeron seating has a built-in clean out
feature: a space at the back of the seat that
allows dirt, debris and liquid to fall to the
floor for easy clean up and maintenance designed so that it does not detract from the
comfort or appearance of the product.

REMOVABLE & REPLACEABLE
UPHOLSTERY COVERS
Faeron chairs (all sizes) are available
with removeable seat and back covers.
Replacement seat and back covers can be
quickly installed on Faeron products that
were originally ordered with the Removeable
cover option. Replacement seat and back
covers can also be installed on Faeron
products that were not originally ordered
with the removeable cover option, with some
simple staple removal on the original seats
and backs.

WOOD SURROUND
Faeron Armless Lounge seating can be
trimmed with an optional wood surround
providing an enhanced base profile.

COMBINATION UPHOLSTERY
For a nominal upcharge, Faeron Lounge can
be upholstered in combinations of two or
more upholstery covers on the same units:
seats, backs and closed arm panels can be
individually upholstered with a specific cover.

LEGS
Faeron Lounge legs and bases are solid
Beech available in 22 finish selections.
Faeron Upholstered arm models are also
available with Metal legs; Silver Metallic or
Brushed Nickel finish.

WALL SAVER
All Faeron Lounge low back models feature a
wall saver feature in which the angle of the
back and the rear legs are designed to keep
the back away from the wall, to prevent
wear and damage.

All products are air emissions certified and are available as FSC® certified
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URETHANE ARM CAP
The optional Urethane Arm Cap is available
on Wood Arm Lounge and Upholstered Arm
Lounge and provides enhanced durability
and protection for the arms. This is field
replaceable if this becomes damaged or
degraded and is available in three colors;
Black, Grey and Taupe.

